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Abstract
This paper describes an implementation of a large heterogeneous distributed parallel computation that counts the
distribution of twin primes and calculates Brun’s constant
and maximal distances between pairs of twin primes. Two
primes are twins if they differ by two. It is not known if
there are infinitely many twin primes but it was proven that
the sum of their inverses converges to the value defined as
Brun’s constant [2]. Prior to this work, the number of twins
and their contribution to Brun’s constant was known for all
twins up to   . We have advanced this calculation to  
 and are planning to continue to   .
The computation is distributed using the farmer-workers
paradigm. The farmer divides the numerical range into intervals of 10 billion. Workers are assigned intervals to analyze and return results. If a worker fails, e.g., it does not return results within a given time period, the farmer reassigns
its intervals to other workers. The farmer also frequently
saves its state. If the farmer dies, a new one can be started
up with minimal loss of work.
This paper describes the algorithm for locating twin
primes, a modified Sieve of Eratosthenes. It also discusses
the method for distributing the work to clients, time and
space saving optimizations, and multi-platform support. We
conclude by presenting some preliminary results up to  
 future directions for the system.

1. Introduction
A prime number is a positive integer that is evenly divisible by exactly two positive integers: itself and one. Two
subsequent odd numbers that are both primes are called
twin primes or twins for short.   ,  ! ,   "  , and
$#% #  are all twins.
&
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Although it is still not known if the set of twins is infinite,
Brun [2] proved that the sum of the reciprocals
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is convergent; unlike the divergent sum of the reciprocals of
'
all individual primes.
is known as Brun’s Constant [1].
This value has been estimated by summing the inverses of
twin primes over ever increasing ranges [1, 6, 12] with the
current upper limit of    . Our goal is to refine this estimate
by enumerating twin primes two orders of magnitude further,  . In addition to counting the number of twin primes
and computing the sum of their inverses, we also find the
maximum distance between twins and the location of these
gaps. These data are of interest to number theoreticians [12].
This is a formidable computation that would take over
100 years on a single workstation. Parallelism and careful algorithm optimization are necessary to obtain results in
more timely manner. The computation is highly parallel and
there is no need for synchronization or communication between processes except for providing initial data and gathering results. Hence, a distributed environment is the most
economical means of exploiting parallelism in this case.
There have been many attempts to use idle processor
power to useful computation. Majority of such system impose too heavy system requirements to be useful for this
problem. For example, Legion [9, 10] requires at least two
daemons to run on each client and uses a specialized file system. If a client dies, the centralized configuration database
must be updated if the client cannot be restarted. Piranha
[4, 3] is built on top of the tuple-space based coordination
language Linda [7]. Piranha implements master-worker parallelism but assumes that the master process is persistent
and requires Linda compiler and system on each participating machine. Virtual BSP Computer library [11] supports
BSP computations over a network of non-dedicated workstations. The system migrates the processes from workstations which became unavailable and supports scalability and
tightly synchronized parallel computations. However, it requires an extended BSP library on each participating workstation and cannot survive a crash on the master process.

In contrast, our design goals were (i) to use as many
processors as possible, and (ii) to enable a computation to
proceed for many months. We also use a farmer-worker
paradigm because its most general implementation makes
no assumptions about the number of clients or the reliability
of connection between client and farmer. The focus of our
design was:
Reliability: we allow workers to drop off and join the computation at will, the master can fail, even a checkpoint
files can be lost without stopping a progress of the computation.
Portability: we minimize memory, computation and system requirements of a worker and restrict the needed
tools to basic standard (e.g., using TCP/IP for communication, gcc for the compiler and standardizing endian
and data format for Unix and Linux, ensuring source
code portability to NT and Windows95). Minimal host
requirements open the problem up to a greater number
of potential contributors.

3. Distribution of Application
A client takes an average of 60 minutes to process a
range of 10 billion numbers. At that rate, it would take over
100 years for one workstation to reach  . Fortunately,
this problem is easily parallelizable by dividing the range
of numbers to be analyzed among processes. The application requires a distributed environment which supports multiple platforms, has low overhead and is scalable. A server
is needed to correlate results. Client - client communication
is not required.
A central server, or farmer, is responsible for assigning
work to its workers and collecting results. A worker requests work from the farmer, processes the work, and returns
the results. Our farmer divides the problem up into intervals.
One interval is defined as a range of 10 billion. One million of these intervals need to be processed to reach our goal.
The farmer stores the results from each interval, along with
the worker’s IP address, in a file. The farmer and worker
are written in C and use TCP sockets for communication.
This was chosen both for its reliability and cross-platform
support. We use a separate program which works offline to
combine the results from all completed intervals.

Similar goals and means were used by the DESCHALL project which cracked the code in the RSA
DES Challenge[15].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides details about the twin prime numerical information being collected by the program. Section 3 provides a brief overview
of the method of distribution. Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe
the components of the distributed system. Section 7 outlines
the algorithms used for collecting our results efficiently and
accurately. We conclude by presenting some preliminary results up to   .

The farmer is responsible for assigning intervals to its
workers and collecting results (as described in Section 3).
The farmer monitors worker performance to maximize efficiency by dynamically changing the number of intervals assigned to each worker and reassigning intervals if a worker
fails to return its results within a specified time period.

2. Twin Primes and Brun’s Constant

4.1. Identifying Workers

The program collects information about twin primes. In-
stead of storing each twin, we enumerate them. The 
twins already found would require approximately 8 bytes
of storage or    GB total if stored individually. Even
with a more efficient storage method that would use one
byte per pair (e.g. storing the difference between the twins),
  GB would still be required.
Brun [2] proved the sum of inverses of all twins is convergent, in contrast with the divergent sum of inverses of individual primes. Prior to this work, the most accurate estimate
of this constant was done by Nicely who reported the value
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 " [12]. Increasing the computation

to  will increase the accuracy to   #!   [1].
In addition to enumerating the twins and calculating the
sum of their reciprocals, the maximum distance between
twins is stored along with its location in each range of numbers analyzed.

The farmer uses an ordered pair,   , to identify each
worker.  is the IP address of the worker’s host.  is a unique
identification number assigned by the farmer. This enables
multiple workers to run on the same host (e.g. multiprocessor architectures).
This unique identifier is also useful in failure situations.
For example, if the farmer fails and a new one is started, the
farmer can differentiate between workers which were processing for the previous farmer and its own workers.
There are at most one million workers needed to finish
our computation. Assuming that for each successfully finishing worker, at most 10 fail, we can safely estimate that
at most 10 million worker identifiers will be assigned. Each
time the farmer is restarted, we add  to the initial identification number issued to the workers, thereby ensuring that
two existing workers will never be assigned the same number.

4. The Farmer

4.2. Worker Timeouts
The farmer can lose contact with its workers for many
reasons: network latency, failures on the workstation running the worker, or killed workers. The farmer handles all
these problems using timeouts. If a worker fails to report in
within a fixed time period, the farmer considers it dead and
places the assigned intervals back in the ready queue along
with all intervals waiting to be processed. If the worker reports in after this timeout period, it is not assigned any more
work and is told to shut itself down. If the worker takes too
long sending its finished work or receiving new work from
the farmer, the worker shuts itself down. In this way we
avoid receiving duplicate messages from the workers or assigning duplicate work.

4.3. Checkpoints
For every 200 messages received containing interval results, the farmer saves its state to a checkpoint file. This
value of checkpoint frequency was selected as a compromise between the cost of checkpointing and the cost of
farmer’s failure. Each message contains an average of 3 intervals. Therefore a farmer crash would, on average, cause
the loss of only 300 intervals. Each interval which has not
yet been processed, either because it has not been assigned
to a worker or is still currently being processed, is stored
in the checkpoint file. Intervals which have already been
processed are stored in another file which contains all completed work. If the farmer fails, it can be restarted in recovery mode by reloading its state from the checkpoint file.
This enables processing to continue with only a few hours
of lost work. Two checkpoint files are kept at all times. If
the farmer crashes during the checkpoint process, the prior
checkpoint file may be used to restart the farmer. The checkpoint files and processed intervals file are archived daily.

5. Workers
The worker is where the actual twin prime computations
take place. Upon startup, the worker connects to the server
where it receives a unique identification number, and a limit
specifying how far to enumerate
twin primes. Using this

limit, the worker reads
primes from a binary file that
contains all primes up to  . The worker is then assigned
several intervals of 10 billion over which it must compute
the number of twins, Brun’s constant, and the maximum distance between twins.
The number of intervals assigned is dynamically set
based on the response time of the worker. A window of 2.5
- 3.5 hours is defined as acceptable. Should the worker take
more time to return its results,, the number of assigned intervals is halved. Likewise, should the worker respond too

soon, the number intervals is increased by one . This ensures
that the worker will communicate with the server roughly
once every 3 hours.

5.1. Heterogeneity
Many problems arise when dealing with a mathematically intensive heterogeneous distributed application. Most
portability issues revolve around the fact that the program
relies on 64 bit integers, or long long integer types in
C. The ANSI standard does not presently support this datatype. As a result, many standard library functions had to
be extended to support these longer integers while taking
into account endian differences across architectures. For example, functions such as ntohl() and htonl() which
convert long integers between network and host long had to
be supplemented with ntohll() and htonll() routines
which do the same for long long integers.
Other portability issues became apparent when moving to
IRIX, AIX, and Win95/NT platforms. These had to do with
signed versus unsigned chars being implicit. Furthermore,
file I/O issues arose when reading the primes file with the
Win32 client. Difficulties with the optimizer on AIX’s native C compiler prompted the use of gcc for compiling the
clients on all platforms. Currently, clients are available on
a variety of platforms (Solaris, Sun OS, Linux, FreeBSD,
IRIX, HP-UX, Win32, AIX).

5.2. Automated Startup of Workers
It is necessary to find as many hosts to run the worker
as possible. Many of the challenges here are not matters of numerical or distributed computing, just systemadministration issues which arise when trying to use computers which would otherwise be idle. In some cases, the
owner of the machine is also the system administrator, it is
easy for them to decide to start up twinprimes as a background process. In other cases, one wants to use machines
which are being used for other purposes, and run workers
only when completely idle.
At Rensselaer workers are run on a large number of public UNIX workstations, by taking advantage of a separate
project under development, called SCATTERS [5]. These
public workstations are intended for students to use from
console. It is expected they will have the full resources of
that machine. While these machines were not purchased to
solve large-scale numerical problems, they do have the potential to be a large source of cycles when they are idle.
The SCATTERS project is a collection of simple scripts
which allow a systems-administrator to start up an arbitrary
program (such as the twinprimes worker) on a large number
of workstations. The scripts are currently specific to Rensselaer’s computing environment, but the ideas are simple

enough to adapt to other environments.
There is one script which finds out which hosts are currently idle by parsing the output of standard UNIX commands such as finger and rusers. There is second
script which takes a list of hosts and a single UNIX command as parameters. It uses a slightly modified version of
ssh (as opposed to telnet) to log into the specified hosts
and execute the given command. A third script iteratively
calls the second script. All of these scripts run on a single
workstation, which is the control station for all of the SCATTERS processing.
Automated execution is started by running a perl script
which does two things. It starts a program (a worker, in this
case), and every 10 seconds it checks to see if a user has
logged into the workstation. Upon log in, the script will terminate the program and log off the system. Within seconds,
all of the resources of the workstation are available to the
console user.
A system administrator sits down at the control station
and types one command:
scatters loop -count 200 -sleep 1800
-pubibm -pubsgi -pubsun
Workers are automatically started on as many as 245
workstations for the next 100 hours, when those machines
are idle. The real limit to this scatters loop script is
how long the control station stays up before it needs to be
rebooted (and that has generally been for weeks at a time).
This is one of the largest single sources of cycles for the twin
primes project.

6. The Relay
The relay enables workers to communicate with the
farmer through a firewall. This relay receives worker messages, forwards them to the farmer, and sends the farmer’s
response back to the worker. This has proven useful for Beowulf class machines [14] in which only one node is accessible outside the cluster. The relay runs on the gateway node
which has access outside the cluster. In a network with a
firewall, the relay resides on the firewall.
We have also been investigating using WWW proxies to
forward worker messages to the farmer. Enabling a WWW
proxy to forward worker traffic to our farmer would eliminate the need for the relay.

7. The Algorithm
A memory efficient method is required for storage of the
6 million primes used for the sieve and the range of numbers being analyzed. Section 7.1 describes these data storage techniques. Section 7.2 details the algorithm used to
keep the calculation of Brun’s constant accurate.

7.1. Data Representation
The program uses the Sieve of Eratosthenes method to locate twin primes. All primes up to the square root of the limit
must be known. For   , all primes up to  are stored.
As the program has evolved, so has the method of storing these primes. Initially, the actual primes were stored in
an array. There are just under 6 million primes, so the program used 24MB to store them. Such a memory requirement would have been a serious restriction on the number of
machines which could participate in the computation. This
memory requirement was reduced by using just one byte per
prime by storing the difference between the current prime
and its previous prime; thus using only 6MB. This is the implementation used by Nicely [12].
Currently, one bit for each potential prime up to  is
used. Eliminating multiples of 2, 3, and 5 leaves only 8 potential primes for each 30 numbers. As shown in Figure 1,
the potential primes are 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, and 29, modulo 30. Memory usage is reduced to    %  MB,
halving the memory requirement from storing the distances.
There are 8 potential primes modulo 30, but only three
pairs of these can be twins (circled in Figure 1). It is impossible for any number which is 7 or 23 modulo 30 to be
a twin because the numbers distance 2 below and above are
always multiples of 3 and 5. In prior implementations each
odd number was treated as a potential twin member, 15 bits
per 30 numbers. Now only 3 bits are used for every 30 numbers. And all multiples of 2, 3 and 5 are automatically removed.
With all multiples of 2, 3 and 5 eliminated, the program then eliminates all the multiples for all the remaining
primes up to  (this process is referred to as shooting out).
Smaller primes have more multiples to shoot out. We use a
method which shoots out the multiples of smaller primes for
a small range of numbers and then preshoots these primes
out of future ranges. This is done by dividing the range of
numbers into shooting galleries whose size is divisible by
all smaller primes. Currently we use galleries of size
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which occupies about MB of memory. This is the largest
gallery which can be indexed by 4 byte integers. This allows
us to preshoot multiples of 7, 11, 13, 17, 19 and 23 which are
preshot in a bit pattern that is kept in memory. Every new
gallery is created
by bit copying from the bit pattern.
(
#. . This number would be shot out in the
Consider 
bit pattern (eliminating a potential 17, 19 twin pair). Table 1
shows some multiples which will automatically be shot out
of future galleries.
Preshooting these six primes, in addition to removing
multiples of the first three primes (2,3,5), saves processing
time. While only the first nine primes are eliminated out of
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Figure 1. Potential primes and twins modulo 30. Multiples of 2, 3 and 5 are grayed out and potential
twins are circled.
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Table 1. Multiples of seven are preshot out of
the galleries.

the millions of primes which have to be examined, these nine
are the ones which would have required the most processing
had they been manually shot out of each gallery. Preshooting more primes would require eight byte integers for indexing in the galleries.
To estimate the savings attributable to preshooting, it is
easy to notice that the work that a prime causes is proportional to its inverse which is proportional to the number of prime’s multiples in a large
range. Hence, the work
(
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notes -th prime (counting 2 as the first prime). We veri(
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 , so the last prime that our algorithm
the last prime
will process). Hence, without preshooting, the computation
would take about 
longer. Estimating from the source
code and the time it takes to compute a single range of 10
billion numbers, the program spends about 10 instructions
or 20 cycles to shoot out a multiple, so the total computation will require 300 Tera cycles. We processed so far about
60 Tera cycles which otherwise will be idle (we are using
floating point operations sparingly so, we cannot measure
our progress in Teraflops).

to  and there are about   of them, so the error would
potentially add up to leave only four digits of precision out
of the initial 16 decimal digits of precision. Of course, with
high probability, the error will be smaller (because some errors will cancel each other out). Still this is not a satisfactory
solution.
Fortunately, we can use already known values of Brun’s
(
constant for the initial primes up to
  . Hence, we
need to compute only an addition to Brun’s constant representing the sum of inverses of twins bigger than . This addition is of magnitude of at most   , thus adding three digits
to the number of significant digits of the result (Brun’s constant is about 2).
To further increase precision, we can use long division
operations to produce a 32 digit result. The procedure for
such long division uses two floating point divisions to create
16 digits of the result each and four long integer multiplications to compute a precise remainder from the first division.
Hence, it is rather costly operation. However, the resulting
precision of the final result (Brun’s constant addition) is 34
digits if the multiword addition is used.
To avoid direct summation, to increase the number of significant digits and to decrease the number of long divisions,
we can use approximations in which some of the summations are replaced by a single operation of multiplication and
addition of some small corrective value. Only few digits of
the corrective value will impact the result, so loss of precision in the correction is irrelevant.
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Then, for some 
the partial sum which we want to

compute is


7.2. Accuracy in Computation of Brun’s Constant


The main difficulty in this part of the computation is to
maintain the numerical precision of the result. Potentially,
each floating point operation contributes an error to the result, so after each inverse operation, we know the result with

the relative error    and each addition adds an error of
the same magnitude. We want to add inverses of primes up
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We will keep partial results as integers (the floating point
results of some operations will be multiplied by the proper
power of 10 and converted into a long long integer). This
representation adds digits of precision to the result if the
computed partial sums are added using multi-word arithmetic. The exact number of additional digits will depend on
the absolute value of the result, which on the other hand is a
function of .
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The first term’s numerator (i.e.  ) can be computed exactly
and using long division described above we can get 32 digits
of precision of the result.
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 in long long integer. With this choice of
exactly for
 
, the second term is less than   , so it can be represented


  and
as an integer. The third term is smaller than 

for
 the summation can be computed exactly as an


integer.
Finally, we ignore all the higher terms, which contributes
to the numerical error of the result. The magnitude of this error can be estimated as at most twice
 the sum of fourth terms

which in turn is less than 
  .
(

Using Nicely’s result[12], we can set
  and the
final precision of( the sum of inverses will be at least 30 dec  (for convenience, we select the size
imal digits for

that is the divisor of the gallery size). Using the alternative
method of performing long division for each pair of twins,
we could get 34 decimal digits of precision, but with 3000
times more long divisions executed which would than dominate the computation time of the whole algorithm.

8. Results
The largest range for which all twin primes were found
has been growing together with capabilities of computers [1, 6, 12] and currently is   [12]. As of the writing of this paper, spare cycles on over 325 computers
 ,
have been used to compute twin primes up to 
Thus far, 2046397127045 twins have been found. Using
these values, Brun’s Constant has been computed to be
1.826594298366498. Additionally, the maximum distance
between two twins is 25230 and occurs at the twin starting

Figure 2. Progress of twin primes computation from 0 to 1e15. (time vs number of intervals).

at (1149418981410179, 1149418981410181). These results
were obtained over the course of 4 months and continue to
be updated.
Figure 2 shows the progress made from start to   . The
slope flattens out between 200 and 400 hours into the computation. This is the result of a server crash which had to be
restarted in recovery mode. The slow ramp up is the result
of clients being started up manually. The slope decreases
again 600 hours into the computation when 16 off-site Beowulf nodes were suspended for benchmarking purposes.
Figure 3 shows the progress from  to   . During this time, the server has not crashed at all. At approximately 100 hours into the computation, one of the relay
agents went down and is evident by the change in slope. As
the computation progressed, the slope slowly decreased followed by a sharp increase after 1100 hours. This trend is
due to the academic calendar at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The majority of clients run on public workstations
when they are idle. As the semester progressed, the workstations were in use most of the time and rarely idle. The sharp
increase in slope coincides with the end of classes hence the
idle workstations were tasked with computing twin primes.

9. Conclusions
While the current record has been surpassed, our goal is
to compute all twins up to   . At the current rate with
approximately 325 clients, this goal should be reached in a

Figure 3. Progress of twin primes computation from 1e15 to 1.8e15. (time vs number of
intervals).

of the applications to problems whose computation require
synchronization, we envision the following extension of our
protocol.
In the first stage of the synchronous step  workers will
initiate computation and by a time-out, 
  fractions
of them will finish. The remaining uncomputed   $  
chunks are then computed by survivors with about   $ 
 
workers assigned to  each chunk. As a result, with high
prob


  the step will finish or we will initiability  $   $  
ate the third stage with even higher replication level (and so
higher probability of finishing). For example, in our compu( 
(
tation 
cases we will be able
  
! , so in ..% #
to finish in two stages, yielding a respectable efficiency of
compared to non-synchronous case. A maximum inde!
pendent set problem is an example of a synchronous parallel computation [8] with a low communication requirement
if proper data distribution is used [11]. We plan to use our
system with a protocol extended for synchronous computation to this problem.

9.2 Call for Cycles
With your help, we can reach our goal sooner. Clients are
available for the following platforms:

year.


9.1 Future Work

AIX4

Extensions to this work involve furthering the existing
twin primes computation and also applying this fault tolerant distributed computing framework to other similar problems. In order to maximize utilization of idle workstations, our attention has been focused on the Windows 95/NT
client. This client is unique in that it cannot be started and
stopped remotely in the same way as the UNIX clients. We
are looking into two solutions to this problem. The first involves initiating the worker when the screensaver engages
and suspending when the screensaver disengages. The other
solution will require developing a specific service that listens on a port for worker start and stop requests that come
in remotely, as is currently the case for clients running on
other platforms. The advantege of the latter solution is that
it can be applied to a large class of mathematical, enumeration, and search problems.
The mechanism we have employed for enumerating twin
primes is generic in that the farmer assigns portions of a
problem to many workers while maintaining a high degree
of fault tolerance and ensuring recoverability. The problem
specific computations are done by the worker. Future plans
include making the farmer and its accompanying communication protocol generic so workers can be developed to
solve a range of computationally intensive problems in number theory, encryption and other areas. To widen the range




HP-UX



Linux (elf) and FreeBSD



IRIX and Cray Origin 2000



SunOs 4.1.3 and Solaris 2.5 and 2.6
Windows 95/NT

All of the information needed to contribute
spare CPU cycles to this effort is available at
http://www.cs.rpi.edu/research/twinp
To date, the greatest contributors are ranked in Table 2.
The rpi.edu machines include the public computing labs
at Rensselaer. cs.rpi.edu include the Computer Science
departmental workstations and momentum.cs.rpi.edu
is a 12 processor Cray Origin 2000. The remaining entries
represent students’ personal computers, their contribution
was significant during the school year and has dropped off
as the semester drew to a close. Each CHUNK represents
an interval of 10 billion.
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